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jjbstract: We solve the kinetic equation for the neutral hydrogen in a hot
plasma taking into account gas feed, Frank-Condon neutrals, wall absorption
and re-emission of neutrals, electron impact ionization and.charge exchange
reactions- Steady state neutral profiles are obtained showing the effect of
neutral hydrogen on the ion momentum and energy balanos.
3he presence of neutral hydrogen in Tokamak reactors is unavoidabls
(refuelling, outgassing) as well.as desirable (wall protection, plasma profile
control). Conbined with the dhoice of wall reflection properties, one can
achieve control of boundary conditions for the plasma, extending some depth.
into the plasma. Hie full problem entails the simultaneous solution of the
coupled kinetic equations for the proton and the neutral hydrogen distribu-
tion functions. In this paper we assume the proton distribution function
given and using a simple model, address the steady state kinetics of the
various neutral oarponents, shown schematically in Fig. 1. fL, is the source
distribution of molecular hydrogen producing the distribution f_^ of Frank-
Oondon neutrals, F describes the net amount of atonic hydrogen reflected
off the wall and f describes warm charge
exchange neutrals born inside the plasma. In y
the figure, the superscripts + and - refer to /
the direction with respect to z, the slab model /
 f-
equivalent of the radial coordinate. We assume
the mean free path of a neutral against charge
exchange (CX) to be much smaller than n, and
Fig. 1 Slab modal
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that of a proton against charge exchange smaller or equal to a. The distance
6 « a in Fig. 1 characterizes the source of the Frank-Condon neutrals,whose
location depends on the shape of the plasma temperature profile near the
edge.- The kinetic equation for f i s [1]
- fi - ne
n is the density. The indices on the density w, e, o, and i stand for neu-
trals bom outside the plasma region, electrons, neutrals born inside the
plasma region and ions (protons). The first term is gain frcm.CX of a wall
neutral with a proton, the second loss due to electron impact ionization,
the third gain fran CX of an "interior" neutral with a proton, the fourth
loss of interior neutrals due to CX with protons. A more rigorous CX colli-
sion operator has been given elsewhere [2]. This simplified operator
allows the analytic solution
<i*'fi (no i-n*)exp+A (x,2.').--^<0 (2b)
( 3 a )
ju.= cos &, 6rv=<Gi*v%> , W\r » < ^ x tr/>t.H-<'ff-<v,r,.ir>e (3b)
To Keep the theory analytically tractable, we choose the model for the pro-
ton distribution function
fi = ni <T'(v-otc) (I + 3r*Ui /cc7-)/HTVX W
a finite temperature "Maxwellian" containing a toroidal flow .velocity u. (We
have in mind the neoclassical pressure gradient driven ion flow [3,4].)
One obtains i 1
where _ "*• ^
A ( ^ ) - k> **"-< **/«i(V) (6)
and E 1 is the first exponential integral.
If the density of wall originating neutrals n is assumed given, Eq. 5 can
be solved straightforwardly numerically for nQ(z), which inserted in Eq. 2
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ccmpletes the problem [1], However, as can be concluded fran Fig. 1,
n = rip- + IL where n ^ is the density of Frank-Condon neutrals and n_ the
density of neutrals reflected fran the wall, rip is therefore dependent on
n
 r the density of energetic neutrals originating inside the plasma, and a
further integral equation for n must be found. Motivated by a detailed
study of the wall absorption and re-emission problem of warm CX neutrals, we
assume that on re-emission the neutrals have a flat distribution in energy
{04- E1^ E) and in angle (o^ e '^-S). Introducing a .reflection, transfer func-
tion R (E, p) [where (E, p) describes the neutral before absorption and.
(E1, p') after], one finds for the distribution of reflected neutrals
dLB E -* / ' <ie *(/*,£) f. (/*, E, 2-This distribution is attenuated as the reflected neutrals penetrate into the
plasma, so that the neutral distribution due to wall reflection becomes, at
pointz
 r ± „ , . (exp-A (-«-,*).••/*.><>
A ( * , * ; • • /<<o (8)
with A as defined in Eq. 6. A similar equation describes the Frank-Condon
distribution f^Z within the plasma. Thus, the total density of wall origi-
nated neutrals is given by * „ . £ jd V ( f« + fFC) (9)
and the total density of all neutrals becomes n_ = n, •*• n , where n has
beeri given in Eq. 5. Ihis completes the formulation of the problem. Com-
bining the integral equations 5 and 9
fttf a Ll dt'Ki (z',z)nr+3FcJ nT=X*dz'kz+SFC ^ do)
where the kernels K. _ are similar to that shown in Eq. 5 and S__, S__ are
Frank-Condon source terms. Numerical solutions are in progress. A simple
case results by omitting the contribution of wall reflected neutrals ( i .e. ,
setting R (E, u) = o, n = n ^ ) . After solving for n , f we calculate the
W rU ~ O O
moments n u = / d v v f and n E = / d v —^— f , t h e t o r o i d a l flow v e l o c i t y
o o x o o o 2 o •*
and heat content of "interior" neutrals. Typical results are shewn in Figs.
2,3,4. Particularly noteworthy is the cact that one deduces from Fig. 3 a
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Fig. 2 Neutral density nQ
velocity u. and the neutral flow velocity u
which reverses over the plasma radius.owing to 0.50 -
momentum transport from neutrals originating in
the outer region. This friction leads to non- ' 0.25
atibi-polar ion diffusion [2,4]. From Fig. 4, the
icn energy loss Q = - m.n. v (T. - E ) by CX
is seen to be reduced by the finite neutral energy in the plasma core and.
reversed near the edge where the fast neutral energy exceeds the ion tempera-
ture. These effects will be explored parametrically, allowing the ratio of
neutral and proton CX mean free path over device size to vary.
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